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We consider some parametric spectral estimators that can be used in a wide range of situations. 
Assuming the existence of fourth moments, we establish rates of convergence of the estimators, 
and a central limit theorem. 
I spectral density rates of convergence maximum likelihood central limit theorem , 
1. Introduction 
There is now a large literature on the estimation of parametric models for 
stationary time series. Let xI, t = 0, k 1, . . . , be second order stationary, with zero 
mean (without loss of generality) and 
Extxt+u = yu = 
I 
eiU”f(A ) dh, all t, u 
where, here and unless otherwise stated, integrals are over (-n, n). Box and Jenkins 
[3] consider some estimators when xI is an autoregressive moving average process of 
order (r, s) (ARMA(r, s)), having spectrum 
Whittle [KS], Walker [12], Hannan [7] and Davies [S] discuss properties of various 
estimators in more general situations 
.- 
2 
f(h) =g II+ f bj e’j* , 
j=l 
The bj are functions of an unknown parameter vector of which C? is functionally 
in which xI is linearly regular, so 
f @<co. 
j=l 
(1.2) 
independent. The most definitive treatment is [7], in whit is established the strong 
* This research was supported by Grant SOC75-I3436 from the Na*.ional Science Foundation. 
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consistency and asymptotic normality of estimators based on exact and approximate 
Gaussian likelihoods. These estimators are convenient cnes to use for most models, 
particularly (1.1). However, they do rely on the ability to factor f(h) as in (1.2), that 
is, to represent he 13:~ and a2 as functions of Cre underlying parameters. This is not 
always easy. Suppose, for example, that xt is obtained by sampling at f = 
0, *l, *2,. . . , the continuous stationary process x(t), --OQ < t c 00, where 
J 
00 
Ex(t)x(t+~~)= y(u)= g(h) eiuA dA, --OO < u < 00, 
-00 
and a finite parameter model for the spectrum g(A) is assumed. Then a discrete time 
model is generated by the relationship 
when it is defined. ! unctions f that arise in this way are often not easily factored. For 
example let 
g(h) 
P = r+s+l II+&+& +* l l + Pr+s (ih )” I* 
2n FP,ih +e l l +&+l(iA)‘12 ’ “‘* 0 04) 
Under certain conditions f has the form (1. l), with s = r - 1, but the bi cannot usually 
be expressed as closed form functions of the &. A?.ernatively, suppose x(t) is 
generated bv a linear difference-differential equation driven by white noise, such that 
g(A) is a ratio of generalized polynomials in ih and eiA. Then f may have the form 
(1.2), but determination of the bj, CT* seems clifficult. Two more examples are 
g(A)=p; exp (-;X*p;‘), i.e. y(u) = JiT@& exp (-JuZp;*), (W 
g(h) = P2 ew (--IA IPi1 ), i.e. y(u) = 2p1p2(1 +p1uY2)-*, (1.6) 
where PI, & > 0. Slutsky [ 1 l] considers a discrete sample from (1.5) as a model for 
economic time series, and (1.5) has arisen also in :;tudies of turbulence. Models 
implying a power law for y(u), such as (1.6), have been used by Lumley and Panofsky 
[9, p. 1021, for atmospheric turbulence, and by Whittle [14] for spatial series. The 
models (1.5) and (1.6) are quite different from (1.4) because whereas an x(t) with 
spectrum (1.4) is mean square differentiable at most finitely many times, and linearly 
regular, one with spectrum (1.5) or (1.6) is infinitely differentiable and linearly 
singular. Howeve.r, a discrete record xc, t = 0, f 1, . . + , from (1.5) or (1.6) is 
linearly regular, and so f (A ) has representation (1.2). Unfortunately the factorization 
problem is again difficult. 
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Even without an underlying continuous time model, an f which is not easily 
factored may arise, as when the spectrum of the observable is the sum of two or more 
functions of the form (1.1). 
Because of these considerations an alternative estimatiorr procedure is proposed in 
Section 2 which does not require factorization, only knowledge of the functional 
form of fi Our asymptotic theory in Sections 3 and 4 differs also from that of Hannan 
[7], partly in that we replace by fourth moment conditions his condition Cy & c 00 
which, while easily satisfied for (l.l), may be difficult to check when f cannot be 
readily factored. we exploit the fourth moment condition to establish rates of almost 
sure (a.s.) convergence. Conditions imposed for o(1) a.s. convergence are generally 
somewhat milder than those for the central limit theorem (CLT). However, our 
conditions for a faster rate of convergence bridge this gulf substantially. Thus we are 
extracting more information from the CLT conditions which, in most practical 
situations, probably hold if those for o( 1) convergence do. There seems to have been 
little previous study of convergence rates for time series estimators. 
2. Estimation procedures 
Given the data x~, t = 1, . . . T, define the periodiogram 
I(A)= (2nT)-‘I i xt ei’*jz 
t=l 
and the constants h, = 2nm/T. Let the spectrum of xt have known functional form 
f(A; 0), 8 being an unknown p x 1 vector, and consider 
w =$I { hf(Am; e)+f;Am;)], . 
m m9 
where the sum is over all nl such that -T/2 C m < 0, 0 c m s [T/2], m = 0 being 
excluded to mean-correct he series. Denote by e^ the value minimizing Z(e). Then 
generally 8 has the same asymptotic properties as an estimator obtained by maxi- 
mizing an exact Gaussian form of likelihood. In fact l(e) may be easier to handle than 
the latter, since that involves the inverse and determinant of a T x T matrix, for 
which in some cases (such as (1.5) and (1.6)) no shortcut methods of evaluation are 
available. Other objective functions similar to the Gaussian likelihood, such as those 
in [3,7,X3], will be more difficult to handle than l(e) when the factorization problem 
mentioned in Section 1 is present. 
In the following sections we give conditions under which, for a certain sequence QT 
converging slowl;i to 0 as T + 00, arTi& &)+ 0 a.s., and T*(tf - &,)+ N(0, l I, 
where & is the true value of 8 and N(y, 2) is a multinormal variable with mean y and 
covariance matrix 2. 
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Usually:numerical methods are needed to find e^. One iterative procedure, which 
approxim4tes Newton-Raphson, defines the estimate on the fib iterative step as 
i 
9 
&+I = 6/ + H(Jj)-‘h(6”), j 2 1, (2.1) 
*(*) ._ 1 c f&n; ef’hn ; Q)’ 
0 
T f(hm ; @I2 -’ 
hir9) 
where f’(h ; 0) = (d/d@)f(A ; 0) and 7 denotes transposition. 
In some instances it is possible to find an easily computable consistent estimate to 
use as the starting value, &. If aTT”*I;& - &)-* 0 a.s. and T”*(eAi - 6,) 3 N(0, * ), 
then, as we shall show, aTT”*(6” - &)+O a.s. and T”*(ii - 0,) has the same 
asymptotic &stribu;ion as T1’*($- 0,) for all j 3 2. Thus an asymptotically efficient 
estimate is obtained by a single use of (2.1). 
Consistem estimates can easily be found by the method of moments when f(A ; t9) is 
obtained from (1.5) or (1.6). The expressions for y(u) = ‘yu at integer u can be solved 
to give for (1.5); 
j a 
and for (1.6): 
(2.2) 
(23 
for any u ~0. For some estimators, & of yu, 
cl4 
1 T-M 1 T 
Cl4 =- 
T c 
wr+u, fTrt=I -G c 
t=l 
we !shall determine aT + 0 such that T~‘*~.zT(C”, - Q+ 0 as. and T “*(& - To)+ 
JV’(O, l ) as T -+ ~0. Then (2.2) and (2.3) yield estimates of PI, & with these same 
properties. 
The models (1.5), (1.6) were fitted to some real data using the methods described 
here. Box and Jenkins [3] suggested ways of choosing I and s for the ARMA@, s). On 
applying these to two ,quarterly economic time series of 80 observations, Nelson [lo] 
modelled the first differences of U.S. Gross National Product (GNP)as ARMA(1, 0), 
and the first differences of U.S. expenditure on producer’s durables (EPD) as 
ARMA(0, 1). Both models have the same number of parameters as (1.5) and (1.6), 
so it is of interest to determine whether the latter can fit better. To provide a fair 
comparison I(0) was used to estimate the ARMA models as well as (1.5) and (1.6). In 
each case initial moment estimators e^, were obtained as described above, followed 
by the sequence ii, iterating until convergence. In fact if was only necessary to iterate 
with respect to one parameter. In cases such as QlS), (1.6) and the ARMA(r, s), 
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f(A. ; 0) can be written as /3z times a function of one or more parameters which are 
functionally unrelated to 02. Thus 62 can be eliminated by differentiation, estimates 
r3f the remaining parameters (i.e. PI for (1.5) and (1.6)) are iteratively determined, 
and p2 finally estimated by an explicit function of these. 
That limiting functions Z(J) were compared. On this basis, (1.6) provided the best fit 
to the EPB data, although the discrepancy between the four I$) values was small. 
(Note that if (1.6) is the true model, f has a cusp at A = 0 and so presumably could not 
be very well approximated by an analytic function, such t~s an ARMA spectrum.) For 
GNP, Nelson’s ARMA(l, 0) produced the smallest Z(8), with (1.6) in second place. 
As far as the convergence of our algorithm is concerned, & generally differed 
substantially from 6, the “efficient” & was generally close to 6, and convergence, in 
the sense that IZ(i’)- Z(ij+l)l< 0.0001, was usually achieved for j = 3. The estimators 
of (1 S) took slightly longer to converge, and are computationally more expensive 
also in that the series (1.3) has to be numerically evaluated, whereas a closed form is 
available in the case of (1.6). 
3. Convergence of estimators 
We first study the convergence of the &, imposing condition 
(Al) xt is second order stationary, and 
where Ktuvw is the fourth cumulant of xt, x,, xv, xw. 
Note that (Al) does not imply fourth c;rder stationarity. Define for u 2 0 
M M 
du =M= c xtxt+. - (M -L)yU, 
f=L+l 
fLM = & =I xt, OsL<M. 
- 
f L+1 
Lemma 1, Under (Al) 
where A’ is independent of M, L and u. 
The proof, which is a simple application of the Schwarz inequality, is omitted. 
Theorem I. Under (Al), for all fixed finite u, 
lim T1’2a&, - yu) = 0, lim T”4(log T)“‘a 7*X = 0, a.s. 
T+CO T-+W 
where aT = [(log T)3(log log T)‘+“}-1’2 for any q > 0. 
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proof. For all sufficiently large T and L such that 0 CL s T - u s 2L we can choose 
KG independently of T and L such that 
T1/2aT(~, - yU)= T1’2(T - u)-‘a&‘T-U SKL-1’2aL(ldELI +eL), (3.1) 
eL = max !dOU,T--u - dO,= 1.
LtT-ue2L 
From Lemma 1, E(diL)2 s KL, with K independent of u and L, and using also 
Billingsley 12, p. 1021, 
Eei G K(log2 4L)2L, (3.2) 
with the same value of 1% If we choose 2 = 2”, n integral, we have 
aL S Kn-3’2(log 12)-(‘+-)‘~, log2 4L S Kn, 
for L large enough. Thus T1’2aT(CU - yu)+ 0 from Markov’s inequality, the Borel- 
Cantelli lemma and (3.1). 
The proof that T1’4(log T)l”a y2Z + 0 differs only in that an alternative bound of 
Billingsley [2, p. 941 applies here so that P{maxL<TS2&+I + l l l +x~l> E} C KL3 
from Lemma 1. 
Consequently, 
T1’2ar(E,, - yu)= T1’2aT(cu -yu)- T1’2aTX’2+0 E&S. 0 
Now, following (2.2), (2.3), suppose we can determine a function F such that 
&=WYo, 71, l l l 9 r,), suggesting estimation of & by & = F(&, &, . . . , :I). Then if 
F is continuously differentiable in a neighborhood of yo, . . . , ‘ys, (a condition 
satisfied by (2.2) and (2.3)) a straightforward application of Theorem 1 and the mean 
value theorem shows that 
l:m T1’2aT(e^, - eo) = 0 a.s. (3.3) 
T-m 
Before establishing convergence of J5 J’, J’ 2 2, we need a further result. Assume 
W) xI has spectral density f(h ) E Lip J; 5 > 4. 
(A2) is satisfied for both (1 S) and (1.6) even though f is not differentiable at A = 0 
in case of (1.6) 115, p. 431. 
eorem 2. Wnder (Al), (A2) and $(A )E Lip 5,s > 4 
lim T”% 
T-+00 4 ~~IQ,W(n,)-~~f(A),(n)dn)=o, 8.s. A m b 
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where 
Al = +z mnW(~ d- cL:&l)), 
43 ~(A)(#T(+-$(A))dA, (I(A)-EI(A))ti(A)dA, 
A5 =&J @I(A)--f(A))J,(h)dA, 
and 
+T(h) = 
1 
&, =z r(l(A)e-‘“” dh. J (3.4) 
Now from [ i5, p. 911, IAll C KT-‘c”o = 0(TW5)a.s., as T -+ 00. Similarly, IA31 = O(T-') 
a.s. as T --) 00. Next 
As far as the first term in (3.5) is concerned, as T + 00 Z2 = o(T-~‘*uT~ ) as. and 
c 
T-l 
_T+1 t,b,, + $(O)< 00. The second term is O(T-‘) because CT-u, being the average of 
finitely many terms is O(1) as., whereas ltiuI = O(lul-‘) [U, p. 461. Thus iA21 = 
o(T -1’2, T1 ) a.s. Because EI(A ) is the Cesaro sum, to T terms, of f(A), lAsl= O(T-‘). 
Finally, consider 
Ed: = (4n2T2)-‘E( t1i;~&+2 Ti’ &T-u+uj2 
u=l J 
T-l 
(d 
cKT-ZTfl E(d~T-u)21&,1sKT-2T~1 (T-u)~&&sKT-~, 
u=o 0 
using the fact that z]$~] c 00 [ 15, p. 2,401, and Lemma 2. Application of an argument 
much like that in the proof of Theorem 1, and use-of the uniform bound (3.2), shows 
that lAdI= o(T -1’2uT1) a.s., completing the proof. Cl 
Note for future use that the convergence results for Al, A2 and A3 imply that 
+x w-& J #(A) dh = O(T-‘). (3.6) 
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We suppose e” is obtained by minimizing Z(0) over a set 0. 
eO is an interior point of 0, which is the compact closure of an open 
submanifold in a twice-differentiable p-dimensional manifold. 
f(A ; e) is continuous in A E [-V, ?rf, e E 0. 
f(A;e)~f(A;eo)foral18#eo,e~0. 
Within a neighborhood, 6, of &, f(A ; 0) has first and second derivatives 
with respect to 8, these being continuous in A and 8. 
f(A)=f(A;eO)~O;f'(A)=f(A; &,)ELip[,t>$ 
0 = O(&) is positive definite, where 
f)(e)_ ’ f’(’ ; e)f(A ; ‘)‘6/\ 
2n J f(A; e)* l 
These conditions will be satisfied for (1.5) and (1 .B). 
Theorem 3. Under conditions (Al-AS), 
lim T 1’2u&?? -- &) = 0, a.s., (3.7) 
T--O 
and, if (3.3) is true, 
lim T1’*aT((jj - 8,) = 0. a.s., j 12. 
T+oo 
(3 8 
Proof. We first show that e^+ &, as. It follows from Theorem 2, (3.9, (A3) and (A4) 
that, for any E >O, 
lim z(epT 
Ez 
l z( h!(f(hm; el+Eh+f(AI(A;;+ ) 
, m; & 
1 
*P(e)=% ]‘I 
log(f(A; e)++-e+ f(A) 
f(A; e)+& dA9 a*sg9 I 
(3 -9) 
uniformly in 0 E 0. But because log x < x - 1, x f 1, (A5) implies 
1 
zi 
log f(A;6)+-- 
J 
{log f(A)+ 1) dh, (3.10) 
all 8 i &. Now if e^% OO a subsequence, {g}, of the 8 must converge a.s, to 8’ # & so 
that by (3.9) and (3X)), &r~ @)ap(O’)>p, for small enough E. On the other hand, 
lim Z(e”)Gnf lz I(8)= inf p(6)= p, where the infima are taken over all 8 such that 
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f(A ; 6)> 0, all A. Because of the contradition e^+ 60, a.s. To prove (3.7), note that 
(a/&9)1(0)) =L h(e), SO by (A6), (A7) 
O=h(6)= h(eO)+@k&,), (3.11) 
where the kth row of fi is the kth row of (a/ae’)h(e) at 6 = gCk), for T large enough 
such that e^ E 4 a.s. and H#‘@‘- &I] s 118 - &J. Now as T + 00, h (6,) = o(T-*‘*a T1 ) a.s., 
from Theorem 2, (3.6) (A2) and (~47). Also 
where f’(A ; e)= (d*fatW’)f(A ; 0). Then from Theorem 2, (A6) and (A7), H(8)+ 
J2(t9) and the second term + 0, as. and uniformly over compact subsets of 0. Thus 
fi+J2 a.s. since & & a.s., so application of (A8) completes the proof of (3.7). 
To prove (3.8), we have from (2.1) and (3.11) 
T”*aT(ij+l -go)= H(~i)-‘(H(~i)-A)T”~aT(~i-@o) 
-t- {K’ -H(~i)-‘[H(~i)-~]~-‘}T’/*aTh(8~). (3.12) 
Now if T”*aT(ii - &,)+ 0 as., H(ii)+ 0 so the right side + 0 a.s., and since (3.3) is 
assumed the proof follows by induction. Cl 
4. Asymptotic distribution of estimators 
We now assume 
(A% xf is fourth order stationary with square-integrable fourth cumulanlt spec- 
tral density f(A, p, u), -7~ =S A, p, v 6 T. 
where r has (u - 1, v - 1)th element 
ruv = 49r 
I 
f (A )* cos uh cos VA dh + 2n JJ f(A, p, -p ) eiuA-i”w dA dp. 
(fw 
(AlO) has been established in the case that x, is strictly stationary and satisfies 
various additional conditions. Brillinger [4, pp. 26. 1831 imposes a summability 
condition on cumulants of xI of all orders. Hannan [6, p. 2281 assumes an alternative 
type of mixing condition, and a Lindebergh condition. Hannan [8] requires (1.2) and 
I( it -x,)’ - E(& -x,)‘} to be a sequence of ergodic martingale diflerences for 1 s j G 
4, & being the best linear predictor of xI. In the latter case 
2 CQS uh cos VA +: (cos uh + cos VA) dh, 
gr 1 
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where U* and K are the variance and fourth cumulant of $ - xh respectively. The last 
conditions seem appealing if xt is ARMA, but in other situations they may not be 
worth emphasizing over alternative ones. 
As before, if we know F such that 80 = F(yo, yr, . . . , yq) we might estimate & by 
& = F(&, 51, . . . , t$). Then if F is continuously differentiable in a neighborhood of 
3/O,Yl,--9 yq it follows from (AlO) that 
T1’*(& - &)+ N(0, l ) as. T + SO W) 
Theorem 4. Under (A2), (A9), (AlO) and +(A) a vector of real even functions in 
LipLS>L 
T-“* Z W,,X~(hm)-f(~m)~~ (43 
as T-+cc:. 
Proof. The proof of Theorem 2 implies that (4.3) has the same asymptotic dis- 
tribution as 
6(,)=g J #(AXI(El(A)} dh. (4.5) 
For a-,y E > 0, we can choose U large enough such that sup ll&(A,,ll< e, where 
4(A) y $(A)- @u(A) and +&A) is defined as in (3.4). Then 
8 
m 
E~IW)II~ = $ J J 9(n)‘~~~~E{(r(n)-EI(A~~~r(~~-Er(~))}dA CL 
xD(p+~)D(u-e)dA dp du} dw de 
where.D(A)=e’” +* l l +e’? By the Schwarz inequality this is bounded by 
&z J II~(~)II*~~{~~‘z~~:-.+[ JJJfe+ u)*d~ G dvll/* 
x [JJJ (I iD(L-e-~)D(~-W)/2 
xdo ID(p + J o).D(v -w )I*d/a)) dA dp du] “*I 
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under (A2), (A9). Since E is arbitrary, a($) has the same limiting distribution as 
1 W-l lul T1’* 
wv)=y- _x $34 I-- 
7ir u- -U+l ( ) 
u q-p-y.)~ 
But from (A2), T*‘%* + 0, i.e. T”*(c, - &) + 0, i.p. Thus from (A.lO), as T + 00 
The CLT for the estimators can now be proved without intraduction of further 
conditions. 
Theorem 5. Under (A2)-(AlO), T”*@-&)+X(O, 20-‘+~k-*~~-*) as T+m, 
where . 
1 _z = - JJ fO9 CL9 -d , 27r f (A >2f (Jf (A YYP )’ dh P* 
If (4.2) is true T1’*(t$ - &)-, N(O,2R-’ + K’Z?-‘), j z= 2, also. 
Proof. This follows quickly from Theorem 4 and the proof of Theorem 3. We hzve 
T”*k(&)+N(O, 20 + E), so the proof for 6 follows from (3.11) and fi -j .I??. That for 
I$ results by omitting the factor aT in (3.12) and then adopting a proof corresponding 
to that of (3.8). Cl 
Of course 0 can be consistently estimated by H(6) or H(&. The problem with 
Theorem 5 is the presence of 5’. Unless this is null the estimators have a covari 2nce 
matrix whose estimation requires finding fourth cumulants, and which dominate 3 the 
covariance matrix, 2R-‘, that would result if xI were Gaussian. However, it is 
possible from some elements of 0-l EC1 to be zero without xl being Gaussian. 
Suppose 8’ = (p’, &), then (p - 1)x 1 vector p being functionally independent of 
the scalar & 70, and f (A ; 0) = p&A ; p), as in (1.5), (1.6). We would expect the 
limiting distribution of an estimator of & to depend on f(A, ,u, Y), since &, is the 
variance of xJ{j f(A ; ,G) dh)“*. The remaining elements of 20-l +R-‘Zn-’ will, 
however, be independent of f(A, p, v) if and only if 
where f(A ) = f(A ; p ) and CY (A ) = &,(a/aa) log f(A ; p ) evaluated at the true value of 8. 
This is true when f(A, p, -h)xfiA)f&), which in turn is true under the conditions of 
PI . 
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